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NON-DIFFERENTIABLE POINTS OF A
SELF-SIMILAR CANTOR FUNCTION

IN-SOO BAEK AND YOUNG-HA KIM

Abstract We study the properties of non-diffenrentiable points 
of a self-similar Cantor function from which we conjecture a 
generalization of Darst5s result that the Hausdorff dimension of 
the non-diffenrentiable points of the Cantor function is (픔을)?

1. Introduction

Darst([2],[3]) and Eidswick([5]) studied the characterizations of 
the set of non-differentiable points of the Cantor function. In par
ticular, Darst showed that the Hausdorff dimension of the set at 
which the Cantor function is not differentiable is (/읔)% The Cantor 
function is constructed on the basis of the classical Cantor set which 
is a symmetric self-similar Cantor set Recently we([l],[8]) studied 
generalized forms of such classical Cantor set which contain a non- 
symmetric similar Cantor set.
In this paper, we generalize the theorems which are essential to com
pute the Hausdor任 dimension of the set of non-differentiable points 
of the symmetric self-similar Cantor function. Using our more gen
eralized results, we guess the Hausdorff dimension of the set of non- 
differentiable points of a non-symmetric self-similar Cantor function.

In fact, the main, purpose of this paper is to support our con
jecture that Hausdorff dimension of the set N* (the set of non-end
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points of the self-similar Cantor set Caib at which the corresponding 
s이「similar Cantor function fa^ does not have a right-side deriva
tive, finite or infinite) is (뿌where Cp = q까)with p — as 

cp
and as + bs = 1. That is, we prove some fundamental theorems to 
support such conjecture.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Construction of a self-similar Cantor set Ca>5([7],[8])
_ From now on, we assume that a and b satisfying the inequalities 
0 < b < a < |.
Now, we generate a sel^similar Cantor set Ca^ in [0,1] by recursively 
removing middle segments of illative length 1 — (a + 6):

C*b =
Ca,b = [。，이 U 卩 一 毎 1],
C*b = [0, a2] U [a — a6, a] U [1 — ft, 1 — 6 + 6a] U [1 — 62,1],

and Ca,b =「商

2.2. Ternary representation of points in Ca,b^ location codes
Recalling the ternary representation of points in Cantor set, we see 

that each point t in Ca^ has a corresponding ternary representation 
{t) = (ii, •••, £z(n)，•- ), where = 0 or 2, which locates its position 
in G"b(0 corresponds to 'left side5 and 2 corresponds to 4right side5): 
the ternary representation of t is also called a location code for t. 
Code spaces are discussed at length in [4], where they are called 
string spaces. From now on, this ternary representation will be used 
for any expansion without confusion.

2.3. Construction of a self-similar Cantor function fa^
We easily see that there is a unique continuous non-decreasing 

function
fa,b satisfying

(:%) = 0•믕믓봉 … . 몽 for 0瀛 = 0烏堪3 .• 4小 Obviously
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fa,b(E)= * for 2： e [a, 1 - b],
■fa,b(w) = I for X G [a2, a - 사)],

fa,b(x) = § for x E [k - b + ba,l - b2], etc.

2.4. The upper right derivative of fa^ at a non-right-end 
point x of ("q

The following statement, which is necessary to support our main 
theorem, verifies that the upper-right derivative of fa^ at a non
right-end point x of Cafi is infinite: The ternary representation of 
a non-right-end point of Ca^ has infinitely many zero entries. Let 
x =。.切言叽忑...and xn =。.切03 ... tn then,

f = 0브竽몽 … • 똥 and
]而 了(游一六花”) = 5늠g”+i +뿌2 )

IS L —而(妇+ 1 + #—7
By L'HospitaFs rule, limn_>oo 蚀匕冲")-=oo. Thus, the upper right 
derivative of fa^ is infinite at a non-right-end point x.

2.5. Composition of Sa^ of non-differentiable points
Fix a, b in (0, |) , Sa^ is composed of three sets of points described 

below, that is, let Sg be the set of all non-difFerentiable points of 
fafiy let K be 난le set of all endpoints of Ca,b and let 人/"+(丿V」) be 
the set of non-end points of the self-similar Cantor set at which the 
corresponding self-similar Cantor function fa^ does not have a right- 
side(left-side) derivative, finite or infinite We have seen that the 
upper nght-side(left-side) derivative of fa^ at a *non-right-end (non
left-end) point of Cafi is infinite. Thus, •”+(丿V」)is the set of non-end 
points of Ca,b at which the lower right (left) derivative of fa,b is finite 
Hence

Sm=N"N-UK.

2.6. Hausdorff dimension
For C7 C R, we will denote \U\ by the diameter of U throughout 

this paper. We recall the s-dimensional Hausdorff measure([6],[9]) of 
F :

Hs(F) = limHJ(F))
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where H言(F) = inf{】；二】| Un \s: {Un}^ is a(5-cover of F}, 
and the Hausdorff dimension([6]) of F :

dimH(I고) = sup(s > 0 : H$(F) =。。}(= inf{s > 0 : HS(F) = 0)).

3. Main Result

We will establish two facts, Theorems 3.5 and 3.7 below, relating 
elements in 人广+(人/」)to long strings of zeroes (twos) in ternary rep
resentation. Let z(n)(t(n)) denote the position of the nth zero (two) 
in {t}.

Definition 3.1. Suppose that F* and F are subsets of N*. Let 
k is the position of the nth zero in {1} and let n()(t\k) denotes the 
number of times the digit 0 occurs in the first k places of our base 
3-expansion of t We define

k(0) = {m (爲 b: 皿 뻬싯
k—^oo K，

and
F{p) = {捉 Ca,b : Jim ”°讐)=p}-

Remark 3.2. Let t be a non-end point of Ca^ (a > b) and z(n) 
denote the position of the nth zero in {t}. If {즈号討〉} <

In日—〜
theT1 I

(z) there is a positive integer M such that< 飞응 for all 
n > M> where Cp = apbl~p (0 < p < 1) •

(z2) there is a /3 > 0 such that z{n + 1) < {心어弋菖们 '"“(侃) 

for all n > M.
Consider N\ > M,
(m) G)히for alln > N,
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『3)-川) 
x—t

Remark 3.3. Let t be a non-end point of Ca,b S > b). Let 
z{n) denote the level at which {t} and {rc} split. 꼬he丑 三f > 

彳号般n? 戸㈤丄Hej，e

0%기n)—n = { q*福 伊一冶”}亦), X-t <(Q%z(n)f) 畫. NOW, 
fix e > Q such that (3 — e > 0 where (3 is in Remark 3.2. Then

For N\ in Remark 3.2,
> (*-湍y+0貝"T)z(n)会

= {(읍)p-湍厂卜伊}冲) J_ for all n > Nr
> {(읍y：}z(n) & cq as n —>(X).

Using Remarks 3 2 and 3.3, we get the following theorem.

Theorem 3.4. Let t be a non-end point of Ca,b- Let z㈤ denote 
the position of the nth zero in {i} ; then

if tGX+n F*(p), then hH g으却 > ¥흐, 

n—>oo Z (n) — in 2

———z{n + 1) 
and in particular, if t € N* A F(p). then lim ----厂夕一7i8 z(n)

In澎 
-IZT-

Proof. It is sufficient to show that the lower-right derivative of "q 
•— z (ft I i x Ln ois infinite at a non-end point t of Ca^ when 办) < In2P

since 11瓦* •"空.笋)=oo. '

Suppose that hmn^oo 普* < 二용農 and t e F* (?) n J\f+. By 
Remark 3.2, there is /3 > 0 such that 嵩) < -疆京宀'< 
二、浮二 Since t e F*(p)nAf+,
板焉 < p + e for all n > M for some positive integer Then 
编)< p + e for all n > JV (A^ = max(N1,N2)), where M is in 
Remark 3.2.
By Remark 3.3, "안3해 = oo, 口
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Theorem 3.5. Let t be a non-end point of Caib and let t g F{p) 
;then

if ii조 M(버비 > 뿌흘, then teAT+.
718 z[n) In 2

Proof. There is 5 > 0 such that 血侦—8，四?)>、籌~ + 8.
There is 】

e > 0 such that " 허서言버 * + 6 < 晋:)' f°r infinitely many n. 
That is,
誓詩) +。서© 血 %&》+£)in b > 分 for infinitely many n. Fix t € 
F(p). For such & > 0, there is a positive integer N such that p~~ e < 
言爲 < p + e for all n > N . For such n(> TV) , define a sequence of 
points u{n) in (爲,饥 decreasing to i, by specifying

{M끼'} = (h,^2, - •并zS)_i,2,0,0,0,0,0,・・ •),
*S)}=(切”如,• • *, 0,2,…•, 2,0,** *).

Thpn 了心"为 G) 히" QiU(n)-t — (l_a_6)b(ap+£bl-p+e)z(n).
Now, In (盘齢二;5 = z{n + l)ln| - z(n) 11顽+안户-*)

= —z(n) In 2( 瑁흐)+ 心也으崙 rBJn b.)- 一8 as nr 
oo.
That is, 旦뜨屮 '“七件 = 0, which consequently implies that t is 
in"+. □

Corollary 3.6. Let t e F(p0)- For p = po such that p0 = as 
with as + bs ~ 1,

___ 2(r)-I- 1 In Q—
if lim ---- —— > —then t G N*" where cPo = aPobr~Po.M8 2侦) In 2 p

Remark 3.7. Considering Theorem 3.4 and Corollary 3.6, we 
positively conjecture that Hausdorff dimension of the set N* of 
points at which a self-similar Cantor function is not differentiable 
is (舟¥ )2 where Cp = q까)('一卩)with p = as and as + bs = 1.
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